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INLAND EMPIRE GYMNASTICS ACADEMY

ASSUMPTION OF RISK, RELEASE AND INDEMNITY FORM
-- PLEASE READ CAREFULLY. THIS DOCUMENT AFFECTS YOUR LEGAL RIGHTS -WARNING! CATASTROPHIC INJURY, PARALYSIS OR EVEN DEATH CAN RESULT FROM THE IMPROPER CONDUCT OF THIS ACTIVITY

I, ___________________________________, attest and verify that I am the parent and/or legal
guardian of the following:
________________________________ (“Minor”)
________________________________ (“Minor”)
________________________________ (“Minor”)
________________________________ (“Minor”)
I hereby acknowledge and agree on behalf of the Minor, to allow the Minor to join and participate in
the gymnastic training, programs, camps, field trips, clinics, and events scheduled or arranged by the
Inland Empire Gymnastics Academy (“IEGA”), including any and all related activities preceding or
subsequent to such training, programs, camps, field trips, clinics, and events, including but not limited
to; artistic gymnastics, acrobatic gymnastics, cheerleading, tumble tramp, trampoline, stunting,
pyramids, dance, swimming, martial arts, and physical activity in general. (Hereinafter “Events”).
Assumption of Risk
I understand, and I have explained to the Minor, that participation in the Events could be dangerous,
exposing the Minor to many physical or other risks and hazards both of a man-made and natural origin,
some of which are inherent in the nature of the Events themselves, while others may result from
foreseeable or unforeseeable equipment failure, movement above ground level, inverted positions,
human error, travel difficulties, bad weather, acts of terrorism, and/or negligence, and that as a result,
the Minor as a participant may suffer serious personal injury, illness, or even death as well as property
loss.
I attest and verify that the Minor possesses the physical fitness and ability to participate in the Events
and that the Minor has no known physical limitations that would affect his or her participation. I
understand, and I have explained to the Minor, that if either the Minor or I feel that the Minor is not
capable of participating in a particular Event, it is the responsibility of the Minor or myself to inform
IEGA. On behalf of the Minor, I attest and verify that the Minor’s participation in any Event is purely
voluntary and is undertaken with knowledge of the risks and dangers involved and that both I and the
Minor freely and voluntarily assume all risks and hazards connected with participation in the Events
whatsoever, whether or not identified herein, including the risk of lack of legal recourse.
In consideration for the Minor being allowed to participate in the Events, on behalf of the Minor and
myself, I hereby assume the risk of, and responsibility for, any such injury, death or damage to person
or property which the Minor or I may sustain arising out of or in any way connected with participation
in the Events and affiliation with IEGA, including injury, death or damage resulting from any acts or
omissions, whether negligent or not, of any person, or any property or equipment owned or supplied
by or on behalf of IEGA.
Release
In further consideration for the Minor being allowed to participate in the Events, I hereby agree, on
behalf of myself, the Minor, and our heirs, executors, administrators and assigns to release, waive and

discharge IEGA, its owners, officers, employees, contractors, coaches, volunteers, and agents from any
and all liability, claims, or causes of action arising out of or in any way connected with participation in
the Events, affiliation with IEGA, notwithstanding that such liability, claims, causes of action, injuries, or
losses may have been caused solely or partly by IEGA, its owners, officers, employees, contractors,
coaches, volunteers, or agents.
Indemnification
In further consideration for the Minor being allowed to participate in the Events, I hereby agree, on
behalf of myself, the Minor, and our heirs, executors, administrators and assigns, to indemnify and
hold harmless IEGA, its owners, officers, employees, contractors, coaches, volunteers, and agents, from
any and all claims for compensation, personal injury, property damage or wrongful death caused by
the negligence or willful misconduct of the Minor or myself in connection with or related to
participation in the Events.
Knowing and Voluntary Execution
I have carefully read this Assumption of Risk, Waiver, and Indemnity Form and fully understand its
contents and implications. I am aware that this is a binding agreement with IEGA and I understand that
I am giving up valuable legal rights on behalf of myself, the Minor, and our heirs, executors,
administrators and assigns. As the parent and/or legal guardian of the Minor, I knowingly and
voluntarily give up these rights of my own free will.
___________________________________________________
Parent/Guardian - Printed Name

___________________________
Date

___________________________________________________
Signature

EMERGENCY CONTACT
___________________________________________________
Name

___________________________
Relationship to Minor

___________________________________________________
Address

___________________________
Phone Number

CONSENT TO PHOTOGRAPH AND MEDIA RELEASE AT IEGA
I understand that my child’s photograph or video may be taken during the course of class instruction,
at special events or other functions conducted by Inland Empire Gymnastics Academy. I hereby grant
permission for Inland Empire Gymnastics Academy to use my child’s photograph or likeness in any
publicity or promotional publications, which may include, but are not limited to: the IEGA website,
newsletters, newspaper ads, bulletin boards, programs, brochures, media releases, and the IEGA
Facebook and Instagram pages. I also agree to allow the news media to film and/or photograph Inland
Empire Gymnastics Academy programs and activities for broadcast purposes.
___________________________________________________
Signature

___________________________
Date

